
Band World Mobile Stage  
Wind Ratings & Guidelines  
A) Wind weather condition during set-up and dismantling of the stage and windwalls

The windwalls are the elements most at risk in windy conditions and the installation can become problematic. Wait until the 
wind has subsided before installing windwalls. If this is not possible, roll up windwalls and fasten with ratchet strap to the roof 
before raising the structure so as to not lash and hurt anyone. We also suggest increasing your staff to have this operation 
done faster and more safely. 
If wind speed exceeds 40 mph (65 km/h), windwalls and stage installation are not recommended. We highly suggest you wait 
until wind diminishes before completing the set up or dismantling the stage and windwalls. 

B) Wind weather forecast condition when stage is up, fully pinned and prior to start the event 

The StagelineTM Mobile Stages are designed to resist 3 seconds wind gust up to 90 mph1 (145 Km/h). However, this wind 
resistance depends on a proper installation of all support equipment and braces. In any weather conditions, the stage must 
be inspected and all its components must be secured. 
If wind gust is expected to exceed 50 mph (80 km/h) for the upcoming event, roof structure should be lowered to reduce 
exposed surface and windwalls removed. 

C) Wind weather condition when stage is up, fully pinned and during the event 

The StagelineTM Mobile Stages are designed to resist 3 seconds wind gust up to 90mph1 (145 Km/h). However, this wind 
resistance depends on a proper installation of all support equipment and braces. In any weather conditions, the stage must 
be inspected and all its components must be secured. 

1. If wind gust exceeds 40mph, roll up all access doors. 

2. If wind gust exceeds 60mph (97 km/h), unclasp the windwalls. If the storm intensifies, openings should be slashed in 
windwall. It is better to sacrifice a windwall than to possibly damage the stage as well as sound and lighting equipment. 

3. If wind gust exceeds 90mph1 (145 km/h), the public and all personnel present have to evacuate the premises and remain 
at least 100 ft (30 m) away from the stage. 

Note: The most probable scenario during a violent rainstorm is that the windwall will be torn away. This is why it is so 
important to keep all technicians and the crowd at a safe distance. 

1 = 80 mph (129 km/h) for an SL-100 or Mix position 

By signing below, you agree that you have read and understand these guidelines. 

Date: (DD/MM/YYYY) _________________________________

Name: (Print) _____________________________________________________

Signature: ____________________________________________

Model Windwall Area Wind Gust Rating (3 Second Duration)

SL-100 679ft2 (63.1m2) 80 MPH (129 Km/h)

SL-100MIX 1358ft2 (126.2 m2) 80 MPH (129 Km/h)

SL-250 566ft2 (52.6m2) 90 MPH (145 Km/h)

SL-250-2 566ft2 (52.6m2) + 2 x 243ft2 (22.6m2) 90 MPH (145 Km/h)

SL-320 991ft2 (92.1m2) + 2 x 600ft2 (55.7m2) 90 MPH (145 Km/h)

APEX 3224 566ft2 (52.6m2) 35 MPH (56 KPH) (With Solid Windwall)


